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Forget Patience, Let’s Sell Something!
Archives Available
November 28th 2013:Special Encore Presentation: Business
Lessons From A Shark, Kevin Harrington
One key fact about a shark is that it must keep moving. If the shark
stops moving, it will drown. In order to be successful in sales and
business, you must keep moving. In business, everything is a
risk. You have to determine if it is a good risk or a bad risk. If it is a
good risk, take the shot, if it is a bad risk, look for another
opportunity. The worse thing to do is nothing. Our guest for today’s
show is Kevin Harrington, Chairman of As Seen On TV, and former
investor on ABC Network’s highly rated “Shark Tank” television
show. Kevin Harrington will discuss his experiences as a suc
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Featured Guest
Kevin Harrington
Kevin Harrington has been a successful entrepreneur over the last 40 years. He is an
Original Shark on the ABC hit, Emmy winning TV show, “Shark Tank.” He is also the
Inventor of the Infomercial, As Seen On TV Pioneer, Co- Founder of the Electronic
Retailers Associ-ation (ERA) and Co- Founder of the Entrepreneurs’ Organization
(EO). Kevin has launched over 20 businesses that have grown to over $100 million in
sales each, has been involved in more than a dozen public companies, and has
launched over 500 prod-ucts generating more than $5 billion in sales worldwide with
iconic brands and celebrities such as Billy Mays, Jack Lalanne, Tony Little, and George
Foreman. He is a co founder of
Read more
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